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Vessel Fuel Surcharge

USVI - VESSEL FUEL CHARGE

US to/from USVI

Except as otherwise provided, all rates originating or discharging 

in the United states are subject to a Bunker Charge as follows:

 

  20 Ft. Container                $336.00

  20 Reefer                       $436.00

  40 Ft. Container                $672.00

  40 Reefer                       $772.00

  45 Ft. Container                $768.00

 

  Vehicles, Commercial vehicles, Trucks and Buses - $169.00 Each

NIT/Breakbulk - $672.00 Each

Due to International Maritime Organization’s rule to reduce sulfur content in fuels from 3.5% to 0.5% beginning in January, 2020, Crowley 

reserves the right to adjust fuel as necessary in accordance with any related fuel cost increases by complying with the IMO 2020 regulation.         

PUERTO RICO - VESSEL FUEL CHARGE                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                             Except as specifically indicated in individual rate items, 

all shipments to/from Puerto Rico from/to US will be subject to the following Vessel Fuel Charge: 

  

Trailer load or Container load via JAX & PEN port: 

        20 Ft             $ 380.00 per CL/TL 

        40 Ft             $ 455.00 per CL/TL

        45 Ft             $ 480.00 per CL/TL 

        48 Ft             $ 495.00 per CL/TL

        53 Ft             $ 540.00 per CL/TL 

 

    LTL or cargo not in trailers......$ 440.00 per Unit 

   

 

   Vehicles................................. $144.00 per Unit 

  

                                                                                                                                

The VFS will be subject to change as per NY MGO Fuel prices on bunkerworld.com and the corresponding index:                                                     

           

                                                                                                                                                                           

VESSEL FUEL CHARGE INDEX

Price Range  -  NY MGO   Vehicles   20'      40'      45'      48'      53'      NIT   

 $300           $319     $24        $65      $140     $165     $180     $225     $140 

 $320           $339     $30        $80      $155     $180     $195     $240     $155 

 $340           $359     $36        $95      $170     $195     $210     $255     $170 

 $360           $379     $42        $110     $185     $210     $225     $270     $185 

 $380           $399     $48        $125     $200     $225     $240     $285     $200 

 $400           $419     $54        $140     $215     $240     $255     $300     $215 

 $420           $439     $60        $155     $230     $255     $270     $315     $230 

 $440           $459     $66        $170     $245     $270     $285     $330     $245 

 $460           $479     $72        $185     $260     $285     $300     $345     $260 

 $480           $499     $78        $200     $275     $300     $315     $360     $275 

 $500           $519     $84        $215     $290     $315     $330     $375     $290 

 $520           $539     $90        $230     $305     $330     $345     $390     $305 
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 $520           $539     $90        $230     $305     $330     $345     $390     $305 

 $540           $559     $96        $245     $320     $345     $360     $405     $320 

 $560           $579     $102       $260     $335     $360     $375     $420     $335 

 $580           $599     $108       $275     $350     $375     $390     $435     $350 

 $600           $619     $114       $290     $365     $390     $405     $450     $365 

$680       $699          $138      $350       $425      $450    $465    $510     $425

$720        $739        $150       $380       $455     $480     $495    $540     $455       

 * Abbreviated scale. Will continue past $619/MT.

FUEL CHARGE SJU/VI

Unless otherwise specified, all rates moving between Puerto Rico and 

Virgin Island (to or from) will be are subject to the following fuel charges:

                    

                                                              

20 Foot Equipment                $288               

20 Reefer                                 $388               

40 Foot Equipment                $576               

40 Reefer                                  $676              

Equipment Exceeding 40’      $587              

Vehicles                                    $149 EA              
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